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Wireless People Counters (3G/4G Edition)

◉ Easy Installation
◉ Battery Powered - No Wiring
◉ Detailed Analysis via Web Browser 
◉ Single Portal Displays Multiple Locations
◉ European Designed and Built

EvolvePlus offers highly-accurate infrared-based people counting solutions to gather valuable customer information. Our 
completely wireless People Counting System offers a reliable, user-friendly, and affordable tool that will help almost any type 
of organisation operate more efficiently.

The small size and weight of our battery powered People Counters allows for installation almost anywhere. Our People 
Counting Systems are designed and built in Europe for the highest quality whilst remaining one of the most cost-effective 
counters on the market. 
  
Using the Wireless People Counter solution with SNG Hub (3G edition) the counting data is captured from one or multiple 
counters and uploads it to a local or remote server every minute via 3G.  

The unique IMMOTION software allows users to analyse the data by hour, day, 
week, month, and year in table or graph form. This valuable information 
reveals peak traffic periods to determine optimal operating hours and staffing 
requirements, and helps calculate customer/sales conversion ratios.

The door counter has 2 parts, a transmitter and receiver, which are positioned 
across the entry (max 8m) and generate a beam that is broken by people 
passing through.

The count data is transmitted every 10 seconds to the SNG Hub that can be 
located anywhere within a range of up to 25 metres (Repeater available to 
extend the range another 25 metres). Since the SNG Hub utilises a 3G 
connection and a power point it is normally located under a service counter or 
in a back room with 3G cellular signal. The SNG Hub sends the people traffic 
count data at regular intervals to the IMMOTION reporting system.


